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)ear Both, 

Harold WeisberglD  
771+2r Old 
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As you may recall, my typing is poor and caulot be any better. It is prObably worse 

than when I wrote you in response to what you published about the Oliver "tone motrie. 

I doubt you understood that my objection to it was that he announced it as nonfiction 

when it was in fact all fiction. 

If I remember correctly after all these years we met briefly in Tragic Jim's office 

and then one evening when i had been asked to take a message to him at the 4oyal Orleans. 

I then remained only briefly. 

Another of the assassination tragedies is that so many people of good intentions, 

not believing the official mythology, got carried away with so many mythologies made 

up to refute the official mythology. As one result, the fact that the official evidence 

i.toef--ttt entirely refutes the official mythology remains largely unknown. -1-t is un-

known in varying degrees to the unofficial mytholegizers and to those addicted to them. 

When age, I'm now almost 132, and the limitations from a number of serious illnesses 

I'Ve been144to survive as long as I have, in effect denied me access to the third of 

a million pages I got from all those fOlA laweuits that are in our baeement4 and I an not 

able to use stairs,I decided to use what time remains for me in perfecting the record 

for our history to the degree possible for me. I've done this in book manuscript!, About 

20-25-6 of what I wrote witl the opportunity Posner gave me, of using his indecency as 

a skeleton to flesh out a Case Open. Before that I had written NEVER AGAIN! As I used 

Posner's book in Naha AGAIlil I used the JAM series as the skeleton. It is to be pub-
.) 

lished doon. I suspect the subtitle will be omitted. It is The GRvernment Conspiracy in 

the JFK Assassination. And it comes from the official evidence I use in it. 

In writing Case Open I also used Posner's prosecution-type presentation as the basis 

of what is in effect a defense brief and I used the official evidence only to prove that 

Oswald was not guilty and more, that the official evidence proves he could 

to official knowledge. That is wh4as elroinated. If you saw the book, you know it was 

not even edited, and the., asked for trey rough draft, and t$)at even the typos picked 

up were not corrected. 

That rough draft 	most completely retyped. It is just under 800 pages, including 
whatiwas published. In the retyping, insertions I sent up may not have been made where I in-/ 
tended. Because I've been working on orher writing I have not taken the time to read it. I 

.t 
belly°, however, that if any interest were to develop in it the editing required would 

not be all that difficult. I write to let you know that it exists. If either of you is 

not have been, 
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over near here ± invbtepf you to look at it and at the volume of information on which I 

draw in my writing, (It will all be a public archive when I an not able to use it or 

direct other* in their use of it at local tood Ijollege.) 

One of tho two other book-lemgth manuscripts has been almost completely retyped 

except for a rather lengthy Epilogue. it is titled Waketh the Watchman, with the sub- 

title Our Strangolovian ftilitaryi4 	the IFK Assassination. In it I address the 

assassination that wao never officially inVeatigated and was never intended to be, thus 

leaving no leads for private persons to follow, in the lawyers' method of addressing 

motive, means and opportunity. 

In telling you this I am also telling you what I wrote liver Stone, that he 

could have done what he did so effectively as fiction he called nonfiction with non-

fiction. I first wrote him as soon as he made his announcement, at some length. I then 

and later offered him the free access 1  ha ..re always given all who write in the field 

to all I have. 
tilEk 

I do not assume that in 'future you or any working with you will have any in- 

terest in the grat mass of information I have accumulated but if you do the person at 
1 

Hood to address is Dr. Gerald henight, history department. 
441 itA 

If you did not see Case Open, 	paraphrases it on the back cover, the L'epartment 

of Justice did tell the court in my CA 75-226 that then knew more about the JFK assasdi-

nation and its investigations than anyone working for the FBI. It vas a rare "defense" 

against my charging the FBI with perjury. 44 	v141 14. 

That was the first FOIA suit filed after the 1974 amending of that Act. By coincidence 

it also happens in its first form to be the case cited in the legislative history as 

requiring the amending of LhetAct's investigatory files exemption to make FBI, CIA and 

similar records accessible under it. And it was the sole surviving Kennedy brother, 

Edward, who saw to it that the legislative history is clear on it. 

Sincerely, 

c:frkfit JAdt-e/C7 

liarold Weisberg 


